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2019 Year in Review
It is our pleasure and privilege to do business with our clients and their families that we
serve. Every day each team member’s goal is to deliver services and impact our clients’
financial lives in a positive way. We work as a team to help our clients build and maintain
their financial futures. Our commitment to clients’ financial successes has resulted in deeper
partnerships, better operations, and a growing business, in pace with an ever-changing
business environment.
In fiscal year 2019, WealthPartners delivered strong performance and year-over-year growth
in revenue. We made strides not only in business development, but also in technology and
efficiency, all with the focus on the client experience and their financial outcome and wellbeing.
Evaluating our progress and that of our clients continuously throughout the year with our
range of tools and processes, we constantly aim for a position of strength and success. We
are proud of the way we do business, the accolades our community has bestowed on us,
and the quality of services that our team delivers.
We have made commitments focused on stewardship to the communities that we live
and do business in, by contributing to Batson Children’s Hospital and Stewpot in Jackson,
Mississippi, and to Community Services for Vision Rehabilitation, serving Mobile and Baldwin
counties, Alabama, and the Mississippi Gulf Coast.
We appreciate your ongoing confidence in doing business with us and look forward to
continuing to grow and thrive together.
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Delivering financial technology
As many individuals and businesses make the shift to digital financial technology, some face
challenges in accomplishing that change. WealthPartners’ existing technology systems in
place enable us to deliver innovative solutions with the scale, speed, and agility required by
leading enterprises producing new value and efficiencies to get the most out of financial
technology tools that we’ve invested in.
We operate in a rapidly changing industry where delivering superior innovation,
communications, and compliance are key to performance and ultimately client satisfaction.
If an organization does not make the best use of current resources, or forgoes investment in
capital or technology, it may produce or perform below an idealized potential.
WealthPartners has always invested in and postured itself to have the best systems and
processes in place to help manage risk, detect fraud, comply with regulations, and reinforce
customer relationships.

Enabled better business outcomes
Improved
efﬁciencies and
cost savings

Continually
modernizing IT

Integrated
digital
innovation

Faster speed to
broker-dealer

Increased
productivity

Resulting in:
Better customer
experience

“Once a new technology rolls over you, if
you’re not part of the steamroller, you’re
part of the road.” – Stewart Brand

Delivering solutions & services
WealthPartners manages and reports risk through two primary areas of focus – overall
business risk and portfolio investment risk. Analyzing the business risk considers the wider
business environment, including business continuity planning, information technology (IT)
and cybersecurity risks, regulatory risks, and financial control risks. WealthPartners manages
business risk through a number of integrated processes and procedures operating throughout
the year to provide risk visibility to its executive team and operations officer.
In 2019, WealthPartners transitioned to a new investment management and strategist firm
to produce optimal research, market analytics, investment solutions, and risk mitigation for
investment accounts. In addition, we spear-headed improvement of use of our advanced
planning tool that uses a dynamic single platform to plan, engage, manage, and present
projections and scenarios comparing actual performance with potential or desired
performance. This tool helps clients align choices and decisions, matching their financial goals.
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Delivering investment management
and financial planning
Increased longevity has significant economic benefits, as aging populations drive continued
growth and innovation. The spending power of investors age 60+ is growing tremendously,
and it will continue to increase as people remain in the workplace past traditional retirement
age. The growth in savings is the result, providing a continuing opportunity to assist our
clients toward successful retirement. This year, WealthPartners’ wealth management
specialists focused on harnessing these trends. Throughout 2019, our financial planning
team expanded our scope to help clients understand the role that long term care insurance
plays in their overall plan and how to compensate for that facet of retirement.
Our focus in 2019 also was on the retirement savings for individuals and their families. Each
situation was different, as there is never a “one size fits all” approach for clients with us. By
analyzing clients' data and stress testing the potential outcomes of different strategies, our
team helped clients plan for a long and enjoyable retirement.
Overall, the majority of assets for retirement are saved under the umbrella of qualified plans
– 401(k)s and IRAs for example. These plans have proven themselves effective due to benefits
such as tax deferment and employer matching contributions. But a limitation can appear
when one begins to max out contributions to these qualified plans, a situation often seen
in those working later into their peak earning years. By co-funding a taxable investment
account – that is, an account funded with after tax money – it is possible to create a second
nest egg to balance out the pros and cons of qualified money. A taxable account is never
subject to required minimum distributions so it can be seen as an asset that can live long
into retirement - in some occasions allowing for a more aggressive portfolio to work hand in
hand with a conservative minded IRA.

Delivering Leadership
WealthPartners continued pacesetting as leaders in its industry. For a second year in a row,
John F. Hill, CEO of WealthPartners, was listed on the Forbes Best-In-State Wealth Advisors*
List. Jeff Turnipseed, President of WealthPartners, was named to the list of Leaders in Finance
for 2019 by the Mississippi Business Journal.

Corporate Retirement Plans Division
In his 15th year at the firm, partner Steve Massey
assumes the responsibility of the Corporate Retirement
Plans Division. At the close of 2019, we saw Congress
enact the Setting Every Community Up for Retirement
Enhancement (SECURE) Act. It set into place numerous
provisions intended to strengthen retirement security
across the country, to provide tax incentives for
employers to offer a retirement savings plan, and to
make changes to improve plan administration. Clients
can look forward to Steve helping guide them through
these changes and with the fiduciary responsibility
that comes with this charge. His 32 years in the financial
industry will lend focus and diligence to the division
and our clients.

Delivering
2020
Business
Initiatives
With technology on the
forefront of our business
goals, videoconferencing at
WealthPartners will become
more of the norm, adapting
to the digital and technology
approaches to help financial
advisors continuously learn,
manage and communicate
with their clients, while
growing
their
practice
and remaining compliant
with regulatory changes.

*Research provided by SHOOK Research determined this
ranking based on an algorithm of qualitative and quantitative
data. The advisors that are considered have a minimum of
seven years' experience, and the algorithm weights factors
like revenue trends, assets under management, compliance
records, industry experience and those that encompass best
practices in their practices and approach to working with clients.
For 2020 there were 32,000 nominations received, 7,556 invited
to complete an online survey, 11,864 telephone interviews and
2,336 in-person interviews. SHOOK is completely independent
and objective and does not receive compensation from the
advisors, Firms, the media, or any other source in exchange for
placement on a ranking. This ranking is not indicative of advisor's
future performance, is not an endorsement, and may not be
representative of individual clients' experience. Neither Kestra IS
or Kestra AS are not affiliated with Forbes or SHOOK research.
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Securities offered through Kestra Investment Services, LLC (Kestra IS), member
FINRA/SIPC. Investment advisory services offered through Kestra Advisory
Services, LLC (Kestra AS), an affiliate of Kestra IS. WealthPartners, LLP, is not
affiliated with Kestra IS or Kestra AS.

